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THE ORACLE DATA PROMISE
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An honest and ethical pricing structure
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A constantly high level of performance from all Oracle team members
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Crystal clear reporting of all works providing positive long lasting solutions
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NUMBER ONE FOR ZERO TOLERANCE
Today, every business relies on its IT systems. So, if it fails, it can be more than just an inconvenience, it can be
a disaster. At Oracle Data, we understand this which is why we don’t let it be a possibility. Instead, we design,
install and maintain data infrastructures that you can rely on day in, day out.
We are proud to have ground breaking designers who can create systems that don’t just meet your requirements
today, but also grow with your business’s future needs. Using our 5-Step Systems Design Programme, together
with their unrivalled attention to detail, meticulous planning and painstaking commitment to installation, we’ll
ensure you have a system that is robust and reliable.
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A COMBINATION OF DATA
SENDING TECHNOLGIES FOR A
SEAMLESS IT EXPERIENCE

Oracle Data are experienced a range of data connection technologies so that our customers’ can take full
advantage of both cabled and wireless solutions. We are very confident of what we do and offer long guarantees on
cabled installations which means users of our systems can be covered for up to 25 years
Although we have the skills to deliver a cabled solution with unlimited points including high speed fibre optic
networks, having the skills to design and deploy a successful wireless solution has been a significant reason for
our success. Our company wide ethos of providing a ‘solid’ design has been the key to a well-placed, winning
wireless system.
Owing to the vast quantities of available wireless technologies, our initial site surveys and Link Budget Calculations
are fundamental to getting the right solution for the job. The wireless solutions we provide have all characteristics
of cable and fibre optic features and are often installed to replace expensive year-on-year lease line costs. With
the right design, wireless Point-To-Point (PTP) systems can be resilient, super-fast and very cost effective. With
average installation time of just a day, we can have a link in place and operating in time for tomorrows business.
Applying wireless systems to a business can provide tangible and calculable benefits for both practical and
financial objects. Oracle Data have played a fundamental part in saving organisations large sums of money each
year by applying wireless technologies without any noticeable change in data delivery. The truth is, we have been
able to increase our customer’s data networks quality of service and provide their data reach to places that are
currently prohibited by their original mainstream network providers.

Oracle Data have the ability to provide a business with options
to fundamentally change the way a business can operate its
data use and costs. Let us share our experiences with you to
see how our approach to data can change your business.

APPLICATION OF A WIRELESS NETWORK CAN:
•

Save huge costs on leased Fibre Optic and copper cable services

•

Increase an organisations data reach when standard broadband services aren’t available

•

	Boost productivity by dynamically increasing data capacity as and when the business needs it
without costly equipment swap-outs. A simple software adjustment is all that’s required.

•

Quickly link two locations together without the extensive costs of routing cables under ground

•

Create seamless connectivity between ordinarily challenging locations

•

Become data ready in most cases within a day.

•

Obtain fast Local Area Network (LAN) speeds over long geographical distances

•

Provide short term data links to temporary buildings and once finished with reuse

•

Support a current data network as a redundancy measure for near zero down time on critical

THE ORACLE DATA SERVICES’
DIFFERENCE:
• Proven 5-Step System Design Process.
• Experienced engineers and technicians.
• Reliable system design
• The latest technology
• Around the clock customer service.

01. 	Fibre Optic connectivity provides and long a term solution
to fast and robust data delivery. This can be applied to
most environments and deliver a service for decades.
02. 	Data points within the building links all the everyday
devices together and supports other services such as
Wi-Fi. With a combination of cabinets, patch panels and
sockets, the network is ready for the customer’s IT guys to
include servers and PC’s.
03.	Wireless connectivity to remote location presents an
almost unlimited reach for IT. Considering distance,
environment and required capacity is what dictates how
this is achieved.

